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Abstract 

Magnetorheological (MR) effect is a phenomenon typical of suspensions of magnetizable particles in a liquid carrier, 

characterized by strong changes of their mechanical properties in response to applied magnetic fields. Its origin is on the 

migration of magnetized particles and their aggregation into chain-like structures. However, for ferrogels, consisting of 

dispersions of magnetic particles in a polymer matrix, migration of particles is hindered by the elastic forces of the polymer 

network, preventing from strong MR effect. Interestingly, we demonstrate in this manuscript that strong MR effect in robustly 

cross-linked polymer ferrogels is still possible. Experimental results showed enhancement of the storage modulus of more than 

one order of magnitude for alginate ferrogels containing less than about 10 vol.% of iron particles under moderate magnetic 

fields. The differential feature of these ferrogels is that, instead of individual particles, the disperse phase consisted of large 

clusters of iron microparticles homogeneously distributed within the polymer networks. These clusters of magnetic particles 

were formed at the stage of the preparation of the ferrogels and their presence within the polymer networks had two main 

consequences. First, the volume fraction of clusters was considerably larger than this of individual particles, resulting in a larger 

effective volume fraction of solids. Second, since the force of magnetic attraction between magnetic bodies is roughly 

proportional to the cube of the body size, the existence of such clusters favored inter-cluster interaction under a magnetic field 

and the appearance of strong MR effect. On this basis, we demonstrated by theoretical modeling that the strong MR effect 

displayed by the alginate ferrogels of the present work can be quantitatively explained by assuming the existence of large, 

roughly spherical particle aggregates formed at the stage of the preparation of the ferrogels. Our theoretical model provides a 

reasonable quantitative prediction of the experimental results. 

Keywords: ferrogels, magnetorheology, storage modulus, magnetic particle 

 

1. Introduction 

Hydrogels can be defined as three-dimensional networks of 

flexible polymer chains capable of retaining large amounts of 

water. From the fundamental viewpoint, hydrogels are unique 

systems that combine large porosity and a mechanical 

behavior typical of an elastic solid. As a consequence, 

provided an adequate biocompatibility, hydrogels mimic the 

extracellular matrix (ECM) of living tissues more than any 

other kind of synthetic biomaterial [1]. Therefore, many 

biomedical applications have been conceived for hydrogels, 

some of them already exploited at a commercial level [1, 2]. 

For example, hydrogels have been used as artificial muscles 

[3, 4], reservoirs for storage and delivery of cells, drugs or 

environmental factors in clinical medicine [5, 6], as well as 

artificial ECM in tissue engineering [7].  

In spite of the elevate resemblance of synthetic hydrogels 

to the ECM of living tissues, these biomaterials still present 

some obstacles that hinder a full development of their 

potential applications at a practical level. Among these 

drawbacks of synthetic hydrogels, the lack of adequate 

internal microstructure (e.g., large porosity and hierarchical, 
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usually anisotropic, structure) stands out. Note that an 

adequate internal microstructure is not only a key factor for 

the attachment and proliferation of cells [8], but it is also 

essential for the adequate mechanical performance of 

biomaterials intended for the regeneration of hierarchically 

(from the nanoscopic to the macroscopic level) anisotropic 

tissues, such as for example skin, cartilage and muscles [9]. 

To tackle these limitations of conventional hydrogels and to 

gain a control over their microstuctural order, smart gels 

capable of modifying their properties in a permanent or 

temporary way in response to external stimuli (e.g., 

temperature, pH, enzymes, etc.) are being developed [10]. 

An important category among these smart gels is 

constituted by magnetic gels (or ferrogels), which from the 

structural viewpoint consist of dispersions of magnetic micro- 

or nanoparticles embedded within a polymer gel. Recent 

reviews on the preparation and biomedical applications of 

ferrogels, and on their mechanical properties are given 

respectively in Ref. [11] and Ref. [12]. The main advantage of 

ferrogels against nonmagnetic hydrogels is that they can be 

actively manipulated and controlled by noncontact magnetic 

forces, changing their microstructure, as well as their 

macroscopic properties (shape, mechanical behavior, etc.) 

[13]. For example, several studies have demonstrated 

controlled (on-demand) release of drugs and cells from 

ferrogels upon tuning the intensity of an applied magnetic 

field [14-18]. Within the field of tissue engineering, several 

authors have also exploited magnetic field actuation, for 

example to assemble in a controlled manner microscale 

building blocks into complex tissue constructs [19], or to 

organize engineered cell tissues [20]. Also within the same 

field, we used fibrin polymer-based ferrogels as scaffolds for 

the generation of artificial magnetic tissues with mechanical 

properties tuneable by noncontact magnetic forces [21-23]. 

Furthermore, we recently demonstrated that the 

microstructure of fibrin hydrogels was completely 

reorganized by the presence of tiny amounts of magnetic 

nanoparticles within the hydrogel [24].  

Tunability of the mechanical properties of dispersions of 

magnetizable particles by magnetic field application, a 

property known as magnetorheological (MR) effect [25], 

directly depends on the capability of the magnetic particles to 

migrate and aggregate into chain-like structures upon 

magnetic field application. In the case of ferrogels, the 

magnetic field-induced migration and aggregation of 

magnetic particles is partially hindered by the elastic forces of 

the polymer network, and consequently the MR effect 

developed by ferrogels is usually weak, as compared with 

suspensions of magnetic particles in a liquid carrier (or MR 

fluids). There are nevertheless some exceptions of ferrogels 

exhibiting “giant” MR effect, such as the carrageenan-based 

magnetic hydrogels reported in Ref. [26], or the alginate-based 

ferrogels reported in one of our recent works [27]. Note that 

this previous work of Ref. [27] was mainly devoted to the 

synthesis and rheological characterization of alginate 

ferrogels without magnetic field application, including only 

some preliminary results of their MR behavior. In the case of 

the carrageenan-based magnetic hydrogels of Ref. [26], the 

authors demonstrated that the magnetic particles indeed 

moved and formed long chain-like structures aligned in the 

direction of magnetic fields. In the present work, we 

thoroughly investigate from an experimental viewpoint the 

MR behavior of the alginate ferrogels and analyze the 

mechanisms behind the observed giant MR effect in these 

systems. Furthermore, we present a theoretical model that 

explains the observed MR effect. As it will be shown, the 

strong MR effect in alginate ferrogels is caused by the 

interaction under a magnetic field of preexisting clusters of 

magnetic particles within the alginate polymer network. Note 

also that, contrarily to the case of MR fluids where particle 

clusters should be avoided since they lead to quick phase 

separation under gravitational forces, the presence of particle 

clusters in ferrogels does not represent a nuisance because the 

polymer network confers colloidal stability against settling.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Preparation of the ferrogels 

As magnetic phase we used silica-coated iron powders 

(commercial name: Fe-CC powder, supplied by BASF, 

Germany). These powders consisted of spherical iron 

particles, coated by a thin silica layer, having a total diameter 

of 1.4 ± 0.6 µm (as obtained by SEM pictures), volumetric 

mass density of 7.71 ± 0.19 g·cm−3 (as obtained by a 

pycnometer), and a typical paramagnetic behavior with 

saturation magnetization MS = 1587 ± 2 kA/m (as obtained by 

SQUID magnetometry). As source of alginate polymer chains 

we used sodium alginate (supplied by Sigma Aldrich, USA), 

with empirical formula (C6H7NaO6)n, and molecular weight of 

176.10 g/mol. 

We prepared isotropic alginate ferrogels, consisting of Fe-

CC particles embedded within a water-swollen alginate 

polymer network, by following the two-step protocol first 

reported in our previous work [27]. Briefly, we prepared a 1% 

w/v solution of sodium alginate in distilled water. Then, for 

each 5 mL of solution of sodium alginate, we added 7.5 mg of 

CaCO3 and 26.7 mg of D-glucono-δ-lactone (GDL), both 

supplied by Sigma Aldrich, USA, and homogenized the 

resulting mixture using a vortex mixer. Afterwards we placed 

the homogeneous mixture in a petri dish, and left it 

undisturbed under water-saturated atmosphere at room 

temperature. Note that GDL hydrolyzes in water to gluconic 

acid, enhancing the solubility of CaCO3; dissolved CaCO3 

molecules act as source of Ca2+ ions, which provoke the cross-

linking of alginate molecules by electrostatic bonding of each 

Ca2+ ion to two different alginate chains (each with valence –
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1), resulting in a three-dimensional (3-D) polymer network. 

After 90 minutes the mixture was already jellified into a very 

soft alginate gel. At this moment we introduced the magnetic 

particles within the composition. For this aim we broke the 

alginate gel with the help of a vortex mixer, adding afterward 

the desired amount of magnetic particles. Finally we 

homogenized the resulting particle-alginate-water mixtures by 

10 minutes of ultrasonication. After homogenization, given 

volumes of the mixtures were placed in petri dishes and we 

added to each of them the same volume of a 45 mM solution 

of CaCl2 (provided by Sigma Aldrich, USA) in water. CaCl2 

is a highly soluble source of Ca2+ ions that rapidly turned the 

homogeneous mixtures into homogeneous alginate ferrogels. 

Nevertheless, we left them overnight under water-saturated 

atmosphere at room temperature before magnetorheological 

characterization. An overview of the different ferrogels 

synthesized is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Volume fraction of the different ferrogels 
Ferrogel FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 FG5 FG6 FG7 

Particle 

conc. 

1.5 

vol% 

2.5 

vol% 

3.5 

vol% 

4 

vol% 

5 

vol% 

7.5 

vol% 

10 

vol% 

 

2.2 Microstructure of the ferrogels 

For the investigation of the microstructure of the ferrogels 

we used both optical microscopy connected to a CCD camara, 

and environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM), 

which was performed using a FEI QuemScan 650F ESEM.  

2.3 Magnetorheological characterization of the 

ferrogels 

For the characterization of the magnetorheological 

properties of the alginate ferrogels, we used a rotational 

magnetorheometer (Physica MCR 300) provided with a plate-

plate geometry of 20 mm of diameter. We studied the 

magnetorheological properties under shear of the ferrogels at 

different volume fractions of magnetic particles and at a 

constant temperature of 25 ± 0.1 ºC. Firstly, we determined 

the extension of the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) of the 

ferrogels under different values of the applied magnetic field. 

For this aim, we subjected the samples to oscillatory shear 

strain of constant frequency (1 Hz) and increasing amplitude 

(i.e., amplitude sweep tests) and monitored the values of the 

stroage (𝐺′) and loss (𝐺′′) moduli as a function of the shear 

strain amplitude. As will be discussed below (subsetion 3.2), 

from these experiments we could infer that a shear strain 

amplitude of 0.03% was well within the LVR. 

Then, we subjected the samples to oscillatory shear strain 

of constant frequency of 1 Hz and fixed shear strain amplitude 

of 0.03% (corresponding to the LVR), and monitored the 

resulting response of the ferrogels for increasing magnetic 

field intensity in the range 0 to 282 kA/m (magnetic field 

sweep tests). During the experiments, we imposed a constant 

normal force of 0.1 N in order to ensure that there was always 

contact between the upper plate of the rheometer and the 

ferrogels. As a reference, note the range of shear forces 

applied during rheological measurements: 6 ∙ 10−4  - 0.2 N. 

In order to obtain statistically significant results, we 

measured 3 different samples for each set of experimental 

conditions. In this paper we show the corresponding mean 

values and standard deviations. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1 Microstructure of the ferrogels 

Macroscopic observation as well as low resolution optical 

microscopy demonstrated homogeneous ferrogels in all cases. 

A closer view of the ferrogels by means of high resolution 

optical microscopy revealed the existence of a disperse phase, 

seen as dark spots, homogeneously dispersed within the 

polymer network (Figure 1a). ESEM images confirmed that in 

all cases this disperse phase consisted of large clusters of 

magnetic particles, instead of individual particles (Figure 1c).  

 

 
Fig.1. Microscopy images of ferrogels. (a, c) Pristine ferrogels, 

never subjected to applied magnetic field. (b, d) Ferrogels 

previously subjected to an applied magnetic field of approx. 280 

kA/m (direction is indicated) –note that the field was switched off 

before microscopic observations. Optical microscopy was used in 

(a, b), while ESEM microscopy in (c, d). Volume fraction of 

magnetic particles was 0.3 vol% in all cases. Bar length: 100 µm (a, 

b) and 10 µm (c, d). Inset in (c) was taken by a different technique 

to visualize the polymer fibers as well as the magnetic particles   

 

The question arising at this point, and before analysing the 

magnetorheological properties of the ferrogels is whether 

these particle clusters were able to move and aggregate into 

chain-like structures in response to an applied magnetic field. 

Direct observation of the process of rearrangement of the 
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clusters in response of an applied magnetic field by optical 

microscopy was impossible because of the impracticality of in 

situ combination of strong enough magnetic field with optical 

microscopy. Nevertheless, we confirmed that application of 

strong enough magnetic fields to the completely cross-linked 

ferrogels induced the formation of permanent chain-like 

secondary aggregates that remained even after switching off 

the field (Figures 1b and 1d). Consequently, we can conclude 

that particle clusters were able to move in response to an 

applied magnetic field. 

 

 
Fig.2. (a) Storage modulus and (b) loss modulus of magnetic 

hydrogels containing 5 vol% volume fraction of magnetic particles 

as functions of the strain amplitude for oscillatory measurements at 

a fixed frequency of 1 Hz. Magnetic field strengths are indicated. 

Note that the same axis scale is used in both parts 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Magnetorheological characterization of the 

ferrogels 

Amplitude sweep tests demonstrated that the ferrogels 

presented a trend typical of cross-linked  systems, with 

approximately constant values of 𝐺′ > 𝐺′′ at low shear strain 

amplitude, followed by a decrease of both magnitudes as the 

shear strain amplitude was increased above 0.2-2 % -see as an 

example results for 5 vol.% of magnetic particles in Figure 2. 

Note that the initial part (low values of shear strain amplitude) 

for which 𝐺′ and 𝐺′′ are approximately constant is identified 

with the LVR.  

 

Results of magnetic field sweep tests demonstrate an 

increase of the storage modulus with the intensity of the 

magnetic field strength for all the ferrogels under study (Fig. 

3). As mentioned in the introduction, this dependence of the 

rheological properties on the intensity of the magnetic field is 

known as MR effect, and it has its origin in the polarization of 

magnetizable particles and their subsequent attraction and 

aggregation into elongated structures under the influence of a 

magnetic field [25]. Strong MR effect is typical for 

suspensions of particles in a liquid-like medium, known as 

MR fluids or MR suspensions. When the particles are 

dispersed in an elastic medium, e.g., a polymer gel or 

elastomer, their magnetic field-induced migration and 

aggregation is partially hindered by the elastic forces of the 

polymer network [28]. As a consequence, the MR effect 

developed by magnetic gels and elastomers is weaker (usually 

much weaker) than this developed by MR fluids [29-31]. 

Nevertheless, as observed in Fig.3, our alginate ferrogels show 

strong MR effect, especially at the highest volume fractions 

under study (7.5 % and 10 %), in spite of the relatively robust 

polymer network. This strong MR effect in our ferrogels 

should be a consequence of the existence of particle 

aggregates even in the absence of applied magnetic field, as 

discussed below in section 4. In fact, the force of magnetic 

attraction between particles (aggregates) is roughly 

proportional to the cube of the particle (aggregate) size, 

whereas the force of the elastic resistance to the particle 

displacement linearly depends on this size. Therefore, the 

balance of magnetic forces to elastic forces is more favorable 

to migration in the case of relatively large aggregates as 

compared with individual particles. Furthermore, the 

migration would be easier the higher the applied magnetic 

field, which justify the faster-than-linear enhancement of the 

storage modulus with the magnetic field observed in Fig. 3a at 

low to medium magnetic field intensity. Note that at the 

highest field intensities, the increase of the storage modulus is 

approximately linear, very likely as a consequence of the 

tendency to magnetic saturation of the particles. 
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Fig.3. Storage modulus as a function of the magnetic field 

strength for different alginate ferrogels. (a): y-axis in linear scale; 

(b): y-axis in logarithmic scale. The volume fraction of magnetic 

particles within the ferrogels is indicated. 

 

  

 
Fig.4. Magnetorheological (MR) effect, quantified as the relative 

increase of the storage modulus under a magnetic field, 𝐺′(𝐻), 

with respect to the storage modulus in the absence of field, 𝐺′(𝐻 =

0), for different alginate ferrogels. The volume fraction of magnetic 

particles within the ferrogels is indicated. 

 

In addition, as the volume fraction of magnetic particles 

increases, we expect that the volume fraction of initial 

aggregates will be higher and thus they will be closer to each 

other. As a consequence, it is expected that the MR effect 

becomes stronger as the volume fraction of magnetic particles 

within the ferrogel increases, something that in fact is in 

agreement with experimental results. This stronger MR effect 

as the volume fraction of magnetic particles increases is best 

seen if we plot the relative increase of the storage modulus 

under a field, 𝐺′(𝐻), with respect to the storage modulus in 

the absence of field, 𝐺′(𝐻 = 0) – see Fig.4. As an example, 

note that according to Fig.4, the MR effect for the ferrogel 

containing 10% of magnetic particles at 250 kA/m is about 

1600%, whereas under the same applied magnetic field, the 

MR effect for the ferrogel containing only 1.5% of magnetic 

particles is only of about 50%. 

 

4. Theoretical model and comparison with 

experiments 

Electron microscopy observations (see Fig.3 in [27] and 

Fig. 1 here) show that without external magnetic field, 

particles, embedded in alginate ferrogel, form dense isotropic 

clusters (primary agglomerates). Possibly, this clusterisation 

takes place because of specific adhesion interaction between 

the particles and the host polymer at the stage preceding its 

curing. Discussion of the similar effect one can find in [32]. 
At the same time experiments of [27] demonstrate very 

strong dependence of the alginate ferrogel shear storage 

modulus on the volume fraction of the particles; the measured 

dependence appears much stronger than the traditional 

theories of composite materials, based on the concept of  

separate particles, predict. Accounting appearance of these 

agglomerates has allowed us to explain quantitatively the 

observed strong volume fraction effect in the absence of the 

field [27]. That is why here we will consider the alginate 

ferrogels as composites, consisting of the elastic host polymer 

network and clusters (primary agglomerates) composed of 

magnetic particles. For maximal simplification of the 

mathematical part of the problem, we will suppose that the 

isotropic clusters are identical spheres. Of course, this is a very 

strong approximation; however it allows us to get estimates of 

the MR effect, at least at a semi-quantitative level. The model 

of the systems is illustrated in Fig.5. Note that simplification 

of the primary agglomerates as indentical spheres was 

successfully used in the model of [27] of rheological 

properties of the alginate ferrogels out of the field. 
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Fig. 5. Sketch of the primary agglomerates in the alginate 

ferrogel 

 

We suppose that, under the action of the applied magnetic 

field, the spherical primary agglomerates are magnetized and 

unite into elongated “secondary” chain-like structures, as 

illustrated in Fig.6.  

    It should be noted  that field induced aggregation of single 

magnetizable particles, embedded in elastic media, have been 

detected in experiments [33-35] as well as in  computer  

simulations [36]. In ref. [37] hysteretic pair aggregation of 

magnetizable particles in an elastic medium has been studied 

theoretically. 
The typical size of these chains is determined by 

competition between the force of magnetic attraction between 

the primary aggregates and elastic forces in the host polymer. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Sketch of the composite with the chain-like “secondary” 

aggregates 

 

For maximal simplicity, we will suppose that the chains are 

identical. Now, under the action of the magnetic field, we can 

consider the ferrogel as a composite consisting of the elastic 

matrix and identical elongated magnetizable chains. Let us 

denote the aspect ratio of this chain (i.e., the number of 

primary agglomerates in the chain) as r. We will estimate this 

number by using the hierarchical model of the chain formation 

in a soft elastic medium suggested in Ref. [38]. The details of 

the model reported in Ref. [38] are cumbersome and are 

consequently omitted here.  

Following to the general theory of mechanics of polar 

(magnetizable) media (see, for example, Refs. [39-42]), one 

can present the storage modulus of the composite as: 

G′ = G′s + G′a (1) 

The modulus G′s corresponds to the symmetrical stress due to 

elastic deformations in the host matrix. The part G′a 

corresponds to the antisymmetrical stress, provided by 

magnetic torques, acting on the chains. By using the identity 

of the Navier-Stokes equation at low Reynolds number and the 

Lamé equation of linear deformations of elastic media, as well 

as the Krieger-Dougherty (KD) formula [43] for the effective 

viscosity of suspensions, we can estimate G′s as: 

G′s = G′0(1 − Φagg/Φm)
−[G′]Φm

 (2) 

Here G′0 is the modulus of the host polymer, Φagg is the 

volume fraction of the aggregates, Φm is the volume fraction 

of the dense packing (we estimate Φm≈0.64), the magnitude 

[𝐺′] is determined from the condition that the complex 

G′0(1 + [𝐺′]Φagg) is equal to the modulus of extremely 

diluted (Φagg → 0) composite. It is worthy to mention at this 

point that although KD relation is an empirical expression, it 

has been found correct for the prediction of the viscosity and 

viscoelastic moduli of suspensions in general [44], and in 

particular for the predicition of the viscoelastic moduli of 

alginate ferrogels [27].   

For the spherical aggregates, shown in Fig.1, the Einstein 

relation [𝐺′]=2.5 holds. In order to estimate [𝐺′] for the chain-

like aggregates, illustrated in Fig.6, we will model the chains 

as ellipsoids of revolution. For the dilute suspensions of the 

parallel ellipsoids with the aspect ratio r, one can use the 

following relation [42]: 

G′s = G′0(1 + [α(r) + 0.5(ς(r) + β(r)λ(r) + β(r))

+ χ(r) − 2β(r)λ(r)]Φagg) 

(3) 

Thus, for chains: 

[G′] = α(r) + 0.5(ς(r) + β(r)λ(r) + β(r)) + χ(r)

− 2β(r)λ(r) 

(4) 

Expressions for the functions appearing in equation (4) are 

given in the Appendix. Note that for spherical aggregates 

(r=1) α=2.5,β=ζ=λ=χ=0, i.e., the Einstein relation [𝐺′]=2.5 

holds. Note that equations (3) and (4) hold for dilute systems. 

Nevertheless, Batchelor [45] showed that in the case of highly 

elongated inclusions (particle chains in our case), the effect of 

the individual inclusions (chains) dominates over the effects 

of inter-inclusion (inter-chain) interaction, which justifies the 

use of equations (3) and (4) for all the volume fractions under 

study.  

Let us consider the dilute enough composite with the whole 

volume fraction of the embedded particles Φ=0.048. For this 
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composite without applied magnetic field experiments give 

𝐺′≈10200 Pa. Taking into account that G′0=4800Pa, we 

estimate Φagg≈0.25. And from this estimation we can estimate 

the volume fraction of particles in the aggregate: 

φ =
Φ

Φagg

≈ 0.2 
(5) 

In order to estimate G′a, let us consider the chain-like 

aggregate, deviated because of the macroscopic shear of the 

gel, from the direction of the applied magnetic field (Fig.7). 

 
Fig. 7. Sketch of the chain-like aggregate, deviated from the 

direction of the magnetic field by the shear 

 

Following [42], we can estimate the modulus G′a as: 

G′a =
μ0

2
Φagg

(χagg)
2

(N⊥(r) − N∥(r))

(1 + χaggN∥(r)) (1 + χaggN⊥(r))
H2 (6) 

Here μ0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum,  χagg  is 

the magnetic susceptibility of the chain-like aggregate, 

N∥(r) and N⊥(r) are the demagnetizing factors of the chain-

like aggregates along and perpendicular to their major axis of 

symmetry. Again, modeling the chain-like aggregates as 

ellipsoids of revolution, we get (see, for example, Ref. [39]): 

N∥ =
1

2(𝑟2−1)
3
2

[𝑟ln (
𝑟+√𝑟2−1

𝑟−√𝑟2−1
) − 2√𝑟2 − 1], N⊥ =

1−N∥

2
 

(7) 

Now, we will take into account that the particle 

magnetization nonlinearly depends on the field H. Let us 

denote the internal field inside the chain as Hin. Since only 

small shear deformations are considered here, it is reasonable 

to suppose that the angle θ of the chain axis deviation from the 

field H is also small. In this case the internal field can be 

estimated as [39]: 

Hin = H − N∥Min (8) 

Here Min is the magnetization inside the chain. In order to 

estimate Min, we will use the Fröhlich–Kennelly relation [46]: 

Min =
χ0HinMs

χ0Hin + Ms

 (9) 

Here χ0 is the initial susceptibility of the chain and Ms is its 

saturation magnetization. 

Combining eqs. (8) and (9) , we come to a square equation 

for Min. Its solution is: 

Min =
b − √b2 − 4χ0

2MsHN∥

2N∥χ0

 (10) 

b = χ0H + Ms(1 + χ0N∥) 

 

By definition the aggregate susceptibility is:  

χagg =
Min

Hin

=
Min

H − N∥Min

 (11) 

The initial susceptibility χ0  and the saturation 

magnetization Ms of the primary agglomerates cannot be 

calculated theoretically, because they are determined by the 

details of the stochastic internal morphology of the particles in 

the aggregates. Because of this, we have estimated these 

values as χ0 =6.4, Ms=800 kA/m by fitting the results of 

calculations of 𝐺′ to the experimental ones at particle volume 

fraction 4.8 %, and then we used them for all other volume 

fractions of the particles. Taking into account the values 

χ0≈6.4; Ms≈800 kA/m and the aggregate volume fraction 

Φagg=0.25, as well as G′0=4800 Pa; by using the models of 

chains formations in soft elastic matrixes given in Ref. [38], 

we finally can calculate the number of primary agglomerates 

in the chains, which is equal to the chain aspect ratio r. The 

results are shown in Fig.8. Note that the calculated r (Fig.8) 

must be interpreted as the typical or averaged aspect ratio over 

all real chains, which must of course present some size 

distribution. With respect to the shape of the curve in Fig.8, it 

is explained by the dependence of the chain magnetization, M, 

on the applied magnetic field, H. At low values of H, M 

increases linearly with H, which leads to the observed 

approximate square dependence of r on H. At higher values of 

H, M reaches saturation and, as a consequence, a weaker, 

approximately linear dependence, of r on H is obtained.  
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Fig.8. Chain aspect ratio r (number of primary spherical 

agglomerates in the chain) as a function of the magnetic field H 

(kA/m) for 4.8 vol.%  of particles 

 

 
Fig.9. Storage modulus as a function of the magnetic field 

intensity for different alginate ferrogels. Symbols represent 

experimental results and lines the predictions of the theoretical 

model. 

 

Some results of comparison of the theoretical calculations 

of the modulus 𝐺′ with our experiments are presented in Figs. 

9 and 10. In order to make the calculations for all particles 

volume fractions Φ, presented in Figs. 9 and 10, we used the 

approach described in this section for the volume fraction 

Ф=4.8%. Namely, first, by using eqs. (2) and (4) , we 

calculated 𝐺′ in the absence of magnetic field (r=1; 

α=2.5,β=ζ=λ=χ=0) as a function of the aggregate volume 

fraction Φagg. Then, by comparison of the calculated results 

with the corresponding measured values of this modulus, we 

estimated the volume fraction Φagg in the form of function of 

the particle volume fraction Φ. Afterwards, by using the 

approach of Ref. [38], we determined the dependence of the 

aspect ratio r on the field H for each volume fraction Φagg, 

therefore, for each value of Φ. Finally, we calculated the 

modulus 𝐺′ by using eq. (2). For small volume fractions (Fig. 

9) the model is in good agreement with the experimental 

results, which could be taken as a proof of the validity of the 

model and the estimates required for calculations for this 

experimental situation. An exception is the understimation of 

the growth of the storage modulus with the magnetic field 

intensity (more evident at the highest values of the field) for 

particle volume fraction 1.5%. On the contrary, for volume 

fraction 7.5% (see Fig. 10) and higher (not shown here), the 

disagreement is very strong (more than 3 times of 

overestimation). 

 

 
Fig.10. Storage modulus (■) as a function of the magnetic field 

intensity for magnetic ferrogels with particle volume fraction 7.5 

vol.%. Line represents theoretical model predictions. Disagreement 

between experiments and theory for volume fraction 10 vol.% (not 

shown here) is even worse. 

 

The strong disagreement at high fields between theoretical 

and experimental results, evidenced in Fig. 10, can be 

explained by the simplicity of our consideration of unification 

of primary agglomerates into separate chains. When volume 

fraction increases, this assumption becomes worse. For 

example, according to our estimated, when the particle volume 

fraction Φ is 7.5%, the volume fraction of the agglomerates 

Φagg is about 29%. At this high volume fraction of 

agglomerates, the real agglomerates should have irregular 

shape and can interpenetrate, which can affect significantly 

the final results. In addition, for the sake of simplicity, we have 

not taken into account the effects of the sample demagnetizing 

field and the fact that the field inside the sample is smaller than 

the applied field. This cannot lead to serious mistakes when 

the particle volume fraction Ф is low enough (as in the case of 

results in Fig. 9). However, at high enough volume fraction 

the mistake can be significant. Finally, at high volume 

fractions of the agglomerates, Φagg, the existence of separate 

chains in the ferrogels should not be hypothesized. One can 

rather expect the appearance of more topologically 

complicated thick structures with smaller aspect ratio r [47]. 

Let us finally mention that although the theoretical model 

could be applied, with similar results, to ferrogels consisting 

of larger spherical particles, instead of clusters of smaller 
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particles, from the experimental point of view, the use of 

smaller particles that aggregate into clusters is preferred for 

several reasons, including the following. (i) The dispersion of 

smaller particles to get homogeneous ferrogels is easier than 

in the case of larger particles; (ii) clusters of smaller particles 

present a much higher surface than spherical particles of equal 

volume, and consequently they can interact more effectively 

with the polymer molecules; (iii) furthermore, as evidenced by 

SEM observations (Figure 1c-inset in this manuscript, as well 

as Figure 3 in Ref. 27) the clusters are not only constituted by 

particles, but also by polymer molecules. As a consequence of 

all these reasons, smaller particles that aggregate into clusters 

integrate much better within the polymer network, and are thus 

preferred.  

5. Conclusions 

We have reported a comprehensive investigation on the 

MR properties of alginate ferrogels, consisting of clusters of 

iron microparticles homogeneously dispersed in alginate 

hydrogels. Our experimental results demonstrate that these 

alginate ferrogels exhibit strong MR effect, in spite of the 

expected hindrance of particle movement by elastic forces of 

the polymer network. As an example, for a ferrogel containing 

10 vol.% of magnetic particles, the increase of the storage 

modulus under a field of 250 kA/m with respect to the 

modulus in the absence of field reaches about 1600 %. We 

have found that particle clusters formed at the stage of the 

preparation of the ferrogels may be behind the unexpectedly 

strong MR effect. In fact, inside an elastic medium such a 

hydrogel, particle clusters will be more prone to magnetic 

field-induced chaining than individually isolated particles, 

since the force of magnetic attraction is roughly proportional 

to the cube of the size of the cluster (particle), whereas the 

force of the elastic resistance to the cluster (particle) 

displacement linearly depends on this size. Furthermore, since 

the volume fraction of clusters is larger than the volume 

fraction of particles, this results in clusters being on average 

closer to each other than isolated particles, something that also 

favors magnetic attraction between particles and thus 

chaining. We have presented a model based on these 

hypotheses. Despite the simplifications (spherical shape and 

identical size of the primary agglomerates; identical size of the 

chains), this provides a good quantitative prediction of the 

dependence of the storage modulus of ferrogels with the 

magnetic field strength at low volume fraction of magnetic 

particles. At particle volume fractions above 5 vol.%, our 

model strongly overestimates the experimental results, as a 

likely consequence of the used simplifications.  

To conclude, our work presents a convenient way for the 

preparation of homogeneous ferrogels with strong MR effect: 

agglomeration of magnetic particles into clusters at the 

preparation stage of ferrogels. Since particle clusters do not 

lead to gravitational settling in ferrogels due to their 

embedment into the polymer network, this approach may be 

used to enhance the controllability of ferrogels and 

ferroelastomers in technical and biomedical applications that 

require good control of their properties by applied magnetic 

fields, such as smart dampers or artificial muscles. Finally, 

note that alginate hydrogels, because of their abundance in 

source, biocompatibility and ease of handling, have found 

broad popularity in several fields such as biotechnology, food 

industry and pharmaceutical industry [48], which makes even 

more relevant the results of our work.    
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Appendix 

Functions appearing in equation (4) can be expressed as it 

follows [42]: 

𝛼 =
1

𝑟𝛼0
′  

𝛽 =
2(𝑟2 − 1)

𝑟(𝑟2𝛼0 + 𝛽0)
 

ζ =
4

𝑟𝛽0
′ (𝑟2 + 1)

−
2

𝑟𝛼0
′  

χ =
2𝛼0

′′

𝑟𝛼0
′ 𝛽0

′′
−

8

𝑟𝛽0
′ (𝑟2 + 1)

+
2

𝑟𝛼0
′  

λ𝑛 =
𝑟2 − 1

𝑟2 + 1
 

and 

𝛼0 = −
1

𝑟2 − 1
[
2

𝑟
+

1

√𝑟2 − 1
ln (2𝑟2 − 1 − 2𝑟√𝑟2 − 1)] 

𝛽0 =
1

𝑟2 − 1
[𝑟 −

1

2√𝑟2 − 1
ln (2𝑟2 − 1 + 2𝑟√𝑟2 − 1)] 

𝛼0
′ =

1

4(𝑟2 − 1)2
[𝑟(2𝑟2 − 5)

−
3

2√𝑟2 − 1
ln (2𝑟2 − 1 − 2𝑛√𝑟2 − 1)] 

 

𝛽0
′ =

1

(𝑛2 − 1)2
[
𝑛2 + 2

𝑛

−
3

2√𝑛2 − 1
ln (2𝑛2 − 1 + 2𝑛√𝑛2 − 1)] 
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𝛼0
′′ =

1

4(𝑟2 − 1)2
[𝑟(2𝑟2 + 1)

−
4𝑟2 − 1

2√𝑟2 − 1
ln (2𝑟2 − 1 + 2𝑟√𝑟2 − 1)] 

 

𝛽0
′′ = −

1

(𝑟2 − 1)2
[3𝑟

+
2𝑟2 + 1

2√𝑟2 − 1
ln (2𝑟2 − 1 − 2𝑟√𝑟2 − 1)] 
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